APRIL SSA LIAISON

- X3T9.7 (SSA-PH Approved, 1st official mtg July)

- SSA User's Industry Group (SSA-UIG)
  - Managed by ENDL, held at the X3T9 meeting locations
  - Kicked off in January (Charter, Sign-up, Specifications distributed)
  - February (SSA-PH education, SSA Chip, Tester presentations)
  - March (SSA-PH page by page review)

- Documents
  - SSA-PH rev 2 available at April SSA-UIG mtg, proposed as baseline
  - SSA-SCSI rev 1 undergoing review in April mtg
    - Plan rev 2 in May with April review comments and propose as baseline
  - SSA-SCSI Project proposal (to be included in next X3T9.2 mailing)

- April SSA-UIG Agenda (Thursday 4/22 9:00 - 5:00)
  - SSA-SCSI rev 1 page by page review
  - SSA-SCSI proposals (Dual Port, Resets)
  - Review SSA-SCSI project proposal to be submitted to X3T9 (.2? .7?)
  - Report on testsite testing results, and development kits
  - Voting (SSA-PH rev 2 baseline, project proposal, observers, mailing)

- May meeting proposed Monday 5/17 9-5 or 12-5
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